In this paper, we explore the use of the multi-frame GMM-based block quantiser for quantising line spectral frequencies for wideband speech coding. Its main advantages over vector quantisers are bitrate scalability and bitrate independent complexity. By concatenating multiple frames together, interframe correlation can be exploited by the KLT, leading to better quantisation. A saving of up to 3 bits/frame can be achieved by switching the quantiser from memoryless mode to jointly quantising two frames, with only a moderate increase in complexity. This quantisation scheme achieves lower spectral distortion than the split-multistage vector quantiser in the AMR-WB speech codec, with transparent coding at 37 bits/frame.
INTRODUCTION
The quantisation of linear predictive coding (LPC) parameters in CELP coders for narrowband speech (200-3400 Hz) has been thoroughly investigated in the literature, where product-code vector quantisers operating on vectors of 10 line spectral frequency (LSF) parameters [1] , generally require 24 bits/frame for transparent quality [2, 3] . With the introduction of high-speed data services in wireless communication systems, wideband speech (50-7000 Hz) can now be accommodated [4] . Wideband speech has improved naturalness and intelligibility due to the added bandwidth. However, wideband CELP coders typically require 16 LPC parameters for representing the speech spectral envelope, hence vector quantisers will need to operate at higher bitrates and on vectors of larger dimension.
Harborg et al. [5] quantised 16 to 18 log-area-ratio coefficients at 60 to 80 bits/frame using non-uniform scalar quantisers. Lefebvre et al. [6] and Chen et al. [7] used a seven-part split vector quantiser operating at 49 bits/frame to quantise 16 LSF parameters. Transparent results were reported by Biundo et al. [8] for a four and five part split vector quantiser at 45 bits/frame. Because successive LSF frames are highly correlated [9] , better quantisation can be achieved by exploiting the interframe correlation. Ubale et al. [10] used a seven-stage tree-searched multistage vector quantiser [3] with a moving average (MA) predictor at 28 bits/frame, while Biundo et al. [8] reported transparent results using an MA predictive split multistage vector quantiser (S-MSVQ) at 42 bits/frame. Guibé et al. [9] achieved transparent coding using a safety-net vector quantiser at 38 bits/frame, while the Adaptive Multi-Rate wideband (AMR-WB) speech codec [4, 11] uses an S-MSVQ with MA predictor at 46 bits/frame. Other quantisation schemes recently reported include the predictive Trellis-coded quantiser [12] and the HMM-based recursive quantiser [13] which achieve a spectral distortion of 1 dB at 34 and 40 bits/frame, respectively.
In our previous work on spectral quantisation for narrowband speech coding [14] , we explored the multi-frame Gaussian mixture model-based block quantiser, which is a simple extension of the memoryless scheme of [15] . Compared with vector quantisers, this quantiser is bitrate scalable [15] . In other words, the bitrate can be instantly changed without any re-training of the codebooks. Also, the computational and memory requirements of this quantisation scheme remain fixed for all bitrates [15] .
In this paper, we investigate the application of the multi-frame GMM-based block quantiser [14] for coding wideband speech LSF frames. We show that as more LSF frames are jointly quantised and more clusters are used, the spectral distortion is decreased for a given bitrate, at the expense of increased complexity and delay. This quantisation scheme can achieve transparent coding at 37 bits/frame with a small number of outliers and moderate complexity.
MULTI-FRAME GMM-BASED BLOCK QUANTISER
This quantisation scheme is based on the one proposed by Subramaniam and Rao [15] for the coding of speech line spectral frequencies (LSF), where a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to parametrically model the probability density function (PDF) of the source and block quantisers are then designed for each Gaussian mixture component (or, cluster). In the AMR-WB speech codec, autocorrelations are calculated frame-wise with a 5 ms overlap between successive frames [11] , hence there will be correlation between these frames. In [14] , we proposed a quantisation scheme that used vectors formed from p concatenated frames, in order to exploit interframe correlation. Therefore, if the length of the LSF frame is n, then the dimensions of the vectors processed will be np. For more details on this quantisation scheme, the reader is referred to [15] .
Quantiser training
The PDF model and Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT) matrices are the only static and bitrate-independent parameters of the multiframe GMM-based block quantiser. These only need to be calculated once (training) and stored at the encoder and decoder. The bit allocations for different bitrates (described in Section 2.2.1) can be calculated 'on-the-fly' based on the PDF model by both encoder and decoder. Hence this scheme is bitrate scalable [15] . The PDF model, which is in the form of a GMM, is initialised by applying the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [16] on the training vectors where m clusters 1 are produced, each represented by a mean, µ, a covariance matrix, Σ, and cluster weight, c. These form the initial parameters for the GMM estimation procedure. The Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [17] is performed, where the maximum likelihood estimate of the parametric model is computed iteratively until the log likelihood converges.
An eigenvalue decomposition is calculated for each of the m covariance matrices, producing eigenvalues, {λi} m i=1 , and eigenvectors. The eigenvectors form the rows of the orthogonal transformation matrix, K, of the KLT.
Encoding process

Bit allocation
Assuming that there are btot bits available for coding each vector (for an average bitrate of btot/p bits/frame), these need to allocated to each of the block quantisers for each cluster. The number of bits, bi, allocated to the block quantiser of cluster i, is given by [15] :
where [15] :
for i = 1, 2, . . . , m
Then for each block quantiser, the high resolution formula from [18] is used to distribute the bi bits to each of the vector components:
for i = 1, 2, . . . , m and j = 1, 2, . . . , np 1 The terms 'cluster' and 'mixture component' are used interchangeably in this paper Fig. 1 shows a diagram of minimum distortion block quantisation, which consists of m independent Gaussian block quantisers, BQi, each with their own orthogonal matrix, Ki, and bit allocations, {bi,j} np j=1 . Each vector, x, is coded and decoded by the block quantiser of cluster i to give a reconstructed vector, xi. The distortion between this reconstructed vector and original is then calculated, d(x − xi). The above procedure is performed for all clusters in the system and the cluster, k, which gives the minimum distortion is chosen:
Minimum distortion block quantisation
We have used the mean-squared-error (MSE) as the distortion criterion due to its low complexity, though a weighted Euclidean distance measure or the high-rate spectral distortion approximation [19] may give better results.
Computational complexity and memory requirements
One of the salient features of the GMM-based block quantiser scheme is the computational complexity and memory requirements being independent of the operating bitrate [15] . Following the analysis given in [15] , the complexity (in kflops/frame) 2 and mem- 2 In this study, each addition, multiplication, and comparison is considered one floating point operation (flop). ory requirements of the multi-frame GMM-based block quantiser are given in Table 1 for cluster sizes of 16 and 32. From this table, it can be seen that concatenating more frames to exploit the correlation leads to an increase in computational and memory requirements.
DISTORTION MEASURES FOR LPC PARAMETERS
In order to objectively measure the distortion between a coded and uncoded LPC parameter vector, the spectral distortion is often used in narrowband speech coding [2] . For the ith frame, the spectral distortion (in dB), Di, is defined as:
where Fs is the sampling frequency and Pi(f ) andPi(f ) are the LPC power spectra of the coded and uncoded ith frame, respectively. The conditions for transparent speech from LPC parameter quantisation are [2]:
1. The average spectral distortion (SD) is approximately 1 dB, 2. there is no outlier frame having more than 4 dB of spectral distortion, and 3. less than 2% of outlier frames are within the range of 2-4 dB.
According to Guibé et al. [9] , listening tests have shown that these conditions for transparency, which are often quoted in the narrowband speech coding literature, also apply to the wideband case.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The TIMIT database was used in the training and testing of the multi-frame GMM-based block quantiser where speech is sampled [11] to produce linear prediction coefficients which are then converted to line spectral frequency (LSF) representation [1] . The training set consists of 333789 vectors while the evaluation set, consisting of speech not contained in the training, has 85353 vectors. We have also tested the split-multistage vector quantiser (S-MSVQ) from the AMR-WB speech codec on the database, so that it can be used for comparison. Immittance spectral pairs (ISP) [20] are used in the AMR-WB codec while the quantisation scheme considered in this paper quantises line spectral frequencies (LSF). This presents no problem in our spectral distortion comparisons as (5) requires linear predictive coefficients which can be obtained from ISPs and LSFs. Table 3 shows the average spectral distortion of the split-multistage vector quantiser (S-MSVQ) with MA prediction found in the AMR-WB speech codec at 36 and 46 bits/frame. Table 2 shows the average spectral distortion of the 16 cluster, multi-frame GMM-based block quantiser at varying bitrates and number of concatenated frames, p. It can be seen that in its memoryless mode (p = 1), this quantisation scheme incurs less spectral distortion and outlier frames than the S-MSVQ at 46 bits/frame and 36 bits/frame, with transparent coding achieved at 42 bits/frame. When quantising 2 frames jointly (p = 2), the spectral distortion is roughly 0.1 dB lower, with transparent coding achieved at 39 bits/frame. This saving of 3 bits may be attributed to the exploitation of correlation between successive pairs of frames. Also, there is a drop in the percentage of outlier frames having spectral distortion between 2 and 4 dB. The p = 3 scheme has a moderate tradeoff between distortion and complexity, where transparent coding is achieved at 37 bits/frame. As more frames are concatenated, the average spectral distortions and number of outliers decrease, though the benefit of joint quantisation starts to diminish for p > 4. Table 4 shows the average spectral distortion for the 32 cluster, multi-frame GMM-based block quantiser. Comparing with Table  2 , we note that the spectral distortion and percentage of outliers are lower. This may be attributed to more accurate modelling of the PDF by using more clusters in the GMM. As we can see from Table 1 , the computational and memory requirements of the 32 cluster scheme are much higher than those of the 16 cluster one.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the use of the multi-frame Gaussian mixture model-based block quantiser for the quantisation of line spectral frequencies for wideband speech coding. By concatenating multiple frames together, correlation between LSFs within each frame and across successive frames can be exploited by the KLT, leading to better quantisation. A saving of up to 3 bits was achieved by switching the quantiser from memoryless mode to jointly quantising two frames. Increasing the number of clusters in the GMM also led to lower spectral distortion and number of outliers. Though these gains come at the expense of an increase in delay and memory requirements, this quantisation scheme is flexible enough for the designer to find the right tradeoff between distortion and complexity.
